
   
Y3 English Distance Teaching and Learning 

 
Week beginning: 27th April 2020 

 

Lesson 4 

Learning Intention 
WALT: write a description 

 
 

 

Key Vocabulary: 
Noun – a person, place or thing 

Adjective – a word to describe a 
noun 

Synonym – an alternative word 
that has the same meaning 

What you will need: 
Video 

Pencil  
Paper/Work book 

 

Starter 
Recap adjectives 

Watch the clip on the link to recap over yesterday’s lesson 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfkk7ty/articles/z8t8pbk 

Main Teaching 

So today we are going to learn how to write a description. To make sure it’s a fantastic piece of 
writing we are going to use all the things we’ve learnt in the previous lessons about nouns, 

adjectives and synonyms. 
 

        
        
Beat the teacher or beat the clock 

Do you remember this game from the first lesson? So to play this game you need a pencil and 

some paper/workbook. Looking at the picture for one minute (against Miss Robbins if watching the 
video or against the clock if you do not have access to the internet) to see how many common 

nouns (remember a noun is a person, place or thing) and proper nouns (specific to that person, 
place or thing eg Sainsbury’s) you can see and then write them down.  
Play beat the teacher. How many did you think of? 

 
These are the nouns Miss Robbins thought of… 

Thor, Hulk, Spiderman, trousers, cape, gloves, hair, boots and mask 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfkk7ty/articles/z8t8pbk


   
Looking at the nouns you found, which are common nouns and which are proper nouns? 
Again like last time underline the words that are proper nouns and make sure they have capital 

letters like I’ve done above. 
 
Adding Adjectives 

Now using your list of nouns and looking at the picture add an adjective to each noun and put it in 
a phrase. E.g. The mighty Thor. Remember an adjective is a word that describes a person, place 

or thing. Miss Robbins is going to do the same to the nouns she thought of. See if you can think of 
more interesting ones than her. 

 
These are the adjectives she came up with… 

1. The mighty Thor 

2. The scary Hulk 
3. The fast Spiderman 

4. The ripped trousers 
5. The flying cape 
6. The thick gloves 

7. The messy hair 
8. The sturdy boots 

9. The colourful mask 
 
Interesting synonyms 

   
Looking at the adjectives you’ve just thought of now think of 2 synonyms for each of them. 
These are Miss Robbins’… 

Don’t forget you can use a thesaurus to help you or online here if you don’t have one at home. 
https://www.thesaurus.com/ ) 

 
Mighty – fearsome, ferocious 
Scary – frightening, terrifying 

Fast – speedy, nimble 
Ripped – torn, shredded 

Flying – flapping, fluttering 
Thick – sturdy, stocky 
Messy – tangled, chaotic 

Sturdy – hefty, strong 
Colourful – striking, dramatic 
          

Independent tasks  

We expect you to complete either challenge 1, 2 or 3 
 

Challenge 1 
 

Writing a description using sentences 

https://www.thesaurus.com/


   

           
Using the phrases and the synonyms you’ve thought of now write at least 3 sentences to describe 
the picture above.  
WAGOLL 

The fearsome Thor has a flapping cloak. 

The terrifying Hulk is wearing shredded trousers. 
The nimble Spiderman has a dramatic mask covering his face. 
    

Challenge 2 
 

Writing a description using sentences and then editing 

        
Using the phrases and the synonyms you’ve thought of now write at least 3 sentences to describe 

the picture above. When you’ve completed this edit your work remembering to look for the ‘non-
negotiables’ and whether you can make your work more interesting by changing your adjectives 



   
by using the synonyms you thought of.  
WAGOLL 

The fearsome Thor has a flapping cloak. The ferocious Thor has a fluttering cloak 
The terrifying Hulk is wearing shredded trousers. The frightening Hulk is wearing torn trousers. 

The nimble Spiderman has a dramatic mask covering his face. The speedy Spiderman has a 
striking mask covering his face. 
 
Non-neotiables 

1. Handwriting – clear cursive (joined) handwriting 

 
2. Spelling – check spelling particularly of high frequency words and common exception 

words 

 
 



   

 
3. Punctuation – make sure you have used capital letters, full stops, exclamation marks, 

commas and apostrophes 

4. Re-read your sentences. Do they make sense? 
           

Challenge 3 
 

Writing a description in a paragraph and then editing 

Do challenge 2 but for challenge 3 write at least 4 sentences and write it as a paragraph (not a 
new line for each sentence) 

Now edit your work in the same way as challenge two using different adjectives and your non-
negotiables. 

 
WAGOLL 

In this picture I can see that the fearsome Thor has a flapping cloak. He is looking at the terrifying 

Hulk who is wearing shredded trousers! Next to him is the nimble Spiderman who has a dramatic 
mask covering his face. The frightening Hulk has tangled hair and the ferocious Thor is wearing 

thick gloves.  
 

Learning Review 

 

Check… 
1. Have you used common and proper nouns using capital letters for proper nouns? 
2. Have you included adjectives? 

3. Have you looked at your synonyms and used the best ones you thought of? 
4. Have you worked through the non-negotiables? 

 

 
 
 

 



   
Mark Scheme 

 

Challenge 1 
Writing a description using sentences 

This is what your sentences may look like… 

The fearsome Thor has a flapping cloak. 
The terrifying Hulk is wearing shredded trousers. 
The nimble Spiderman has a dramatic mask covering his face. 

 

Challenge 2 
Changing adjectives 

What your work might look like… 

 
The fearsome Thor has a flapping cloak. The ferocious Thor has a fluttering cloak 

The terrifying Hulk is wearing shredded trousers. The frightening Hulk is wearing torn 
trousers. 
The nimble Spiderman has a dramatic mask covering his face. The speedy Spiderman 

has a striking mask covering his face. 
 

Challenge 3 
Writing a paragraph and changing adjectives 

What your work might look like… 
 
In this picture I can see that the fearsome Thor has a flapping cloak. He is looking at the 

terrifying Hulk who is wearing shredded trousers! Next to him is the nimble Spiderman 
who has a dramatic mask covering his face. The frightening Hulk has tangled hair and 

the ferocious Thor is wearing thick gloves.  
 

 

 
 

Learning Review 

Use this as a check list… 

1. Have you used common and proper nouns using capital letters for proper nouns? 
2. Have you included adjectives? 

3. Have you looked at your synonyms and used the best ones you thought of? 
4. Have you worked through the non-negotiables? 

 

 


